
AP ENGLISH 

Finding and Evaluating Sources 
 

FINDING GOOD SOURCES 

Utilize academic websites to find journal articles which are scholarly and legit—some random person’s 

blog in which they go off about how much they hate Pip from Great Expectations is NOT a valid 

secondary source. Sites like Google Scholar and Badgerlink, however, can help you find what you 

need.  

1. First, go to www. badgerlink.net. 

 

2. Next, click on “All Resources.” 

 

3. I think the best is the “Academic Search Premier.” Click there for academic journal articles.  

 

4. Choose keywords carefully once you reach EBSCOhost. Try something like “great expectations 

dickens women” for better results. Once you do, you’ll see a page like this: 

 
 

5. Notice on the left side you may limit your results. Always limit to “Full Text,” otherwise you may 

find a great article that you can’t actually access/read. You can define your searches in other 

ways in that left column. Play around until you find suitable search parameters. 

 

6. Now, you can create an account through EBSCOhost which will allow you to save your articles 

in folders, a very handy tool. But, check out the options on the right side once you pull up a 

PDF copy of an article you think you might like: 



 
 

7. See, you can print, download, email, and/or save your articles. How great!  

 

8. Now, it is time to actually read the articles. The search for an excellent secondary source will 

not be a brief one, and you must read at least a few articles before settling on one to use in 

your essay. Hence, you will complete an annotated bibliography which catalogues your 

search for a good source.  

 

9. If your search for sources is going poorly, please see me or send me an email. I am pretty good 

at searching for scholarly articles after four years writing essays in college. Don’t be afraid to 

ask. 

 

EVALUATING SOURCES 

Some sources will be really valid arguments, but just not pertain to the topic of your essay. You will 

find that some are simply biased and do not present a fair view of a subject. Others will have perhaps 

just a single gem of greatness but not enough to work as a complete secondary source for your essay. 

And at least one will hit the mark. How do you figure out which to use? You’ve got to read. And 

you’ve got to complete your annotated bibliography. 

 

Use this checklist to make sure you have a valid source: 

 Author 

 Publication date  
(preferably a fairly recent one: an article published in 1956 might not be helpful to your essay written in 2015) 

 The writer’s sources are cited!!! 

 Article and journal titles are readily available 

 The writer presents an unbiased view 

 You retrieved the article from a scholarly location, like a database or a .gov or .edu site 


